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As in previous years, we will be holding the
convention at the “Escola d´Hoteleria”.
Edifici Arxiduc Lluis Salvador, Carr. de
Valldemossa, km. 7.5, 07122 Palma, Illes
Balears Telèfon: 971 17 26 08.
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Lindsay Clandfield is an
award-winning writer, teacher,
teacher
trainer
and
international speaker in the
field of English language
teaching. He has written more
than ten coursebooks for
language learners and is the
co-author
of
various
	
   methodology
books
for
teachers.

TALK: TITLE
Programmes , platforms, projects (and pigeons!)
Information and communications technology (ICT) has
revolutionized the way we live and work. But how much has it
revolutionized language teaching? From apps to learning
management systems, I’d say the C is largely missing from ICT.
There is a danger that any gains we made towards
communicative methodology could be brushed aside by
technology. But technology might also save us. In this plenary we
will explore some of the issues, questions and solutions to this
dilemma. Spoiler alert: projects could be a big part of the answer.

You can find out more about
him at his website:
http://www.lindsayclandfield.
com/

WORKSHOP: TITLE
Survival and fantasy projects for language clases
This engaging and very practical workshop will look at use of
classroom technology such as a projector and powerpoint to help
create multi-stage, multimedia projects involving roleplay.
Participants will take part in one such a project I developed called
‘The Island’, and we will examine how these techniques can be
used to create a whole variety of different scenarios, from simple
business English teaching to a zombie apocalypse or an alien
invasion.
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Robin has worked in ELT since
1981. He taught at the Escuela
Universitaria de Turismo de
Asturias for over 20 years
before
leaving
to
found
EnglishGlobalCommunication.
He now works as a teacher
educator, ELT author, and ELT
consultant,
and
regularly
collaborates
with
Trinity
College
London,
Oxford
University
Press, and MacMillan
Education. His main interests
are pronunciation, English as a
	
   Lingua
Franca
(ELF),
and teacher education. He is
the author of Tourism, a threelevel course in the OUP ESP
series Oxford English for
Careers.
To contact him:
http://www.trinitycollege.co
m/

TALK: TITLE
Getting projects working in ESP
For many ELT professionals the world of ESP can be intimidating, so
abandoning the safety–net of the coursebook can seem like a suicidal
step. But the sort of mixed-level, mixed ability classes that we regularly
encounter in ESP settings needs us to approach the teaching of
English with something quite different. Project-work is one possibility.
Summary
Confronted by highly mixed groups at the Escuela Universitaria de
Turismo de Asturias in the late 1980s, the English department began to
search for alternatives to teacher-fronted, grammar-driven English
language teaching. In the early 90s we started to experiment with
projects as the foundation of content and skills work in our classes. 25
years later projects continue to provide workable, flexible solutions to
the increasing range of contexts that ESP and vocational training
English teachers work in.
In this session I'll begin by briefly describing the ESP setting which
pushed my colleagues and I to turn to projects in order to fit our
teaching to our students needs and (mixed-) abilities. I'll then go
through the stages that in our experience need to be dealt with as a
project moves from initiation to completion. I'll also demonstrate how
planned attention to language (grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation)
and language skills (productive and receptive) can be built into the
project at different stages.
In the third part of the talk I'll look at what to assess in projects and how
to go about this assessment so that it is seen by the students to be fair
and transparent. I'll then use feedback from my own students to show
their reactions, both positive and negative, to the different types of
project work we undertook. Finally, I'll suggest simple steps that
teachers can take in order to get started with projects, both with
teenagers in secondary, young adults in vocational training, or learners
in an ESP environment.
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Paul Seligson has been ‘TEFLing’
worldwide since 1978 and is wellknown for his lively, highly
practical approach. An MA in
TEFL and CELTA assessor, his
many publications include English
File, Helping Students to Speak,
Essential English 1-5, English
ID, a
ground-breaking 4level (young) adult course from
Richmond, the first specifically
	
   written for Romance Language
learners, and now Identities 1 and
2,
the
B2
and
C1-level
continuation of that series. He
works freelance from Brighton,
and is delighted to be returning to
Majorca at last!

TALK: TITLE
Using
longer
reading
texts
more
communicatively
An extremely practical talk full of easy-toimplement, tips and techniques to add interest
and interaction to the typical longer 'readings'
we find at B1 level and up. Example texts will
be
taken
from Identities
1and
2,
Richmond's brand new B2 & C1, but this will
neither be nor feel like a commercial talk.Come
along and pick up a few lively routines to add to
your toolkit!

To contact him:
paulseligson@googlemail.com
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Since graduating with an
English and Drama degree from
Dartmouth College, Schuyler
has worked as an actor, director
and educator, and has taught
theatre to more than 2,000
children. He currently co-runs
Action
English
Theatre
Company,
and
has taught
English through Theatre for 15
years in Madrid. He also works
as a teacher trainer for CTIF
	
  
Madrid Capital and Macmillan
providing advanced education
for Madrid’s bilingual Primary
and Secondary school teachers
To know more about him:
www.macmillaneducationevery
where.com/es

	
  

TALK: TITLE
The Class is your Stage--drama activities for
Primary and Secondary
Here is a brief summary of what we'll do in the
session:
By identifying common challenges in the
classroom,
we
propose
drama
as
a
solution. Weekly exposure to creative, musical
and physical activities improve pupils' autonomy,
collaboration and social abilities. This session will
provide practical ideas using drama and music to
promote essential life skills for both Primary and
Secondary school teachers.
TITLE: WORKSHOP
Let's Rock
In this dynamic workshop, we will explore a variety
of ways to use music in your classroom. We´ll
look at making music videos and a rock band
project as well as using music to accompany
writing and speaking activities. Through online
resources and project based learning, we'll get
away from memorizing vocabulary and tap into our
creativity.
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Sam Pickard began his teaching
career as a secondary teacher in
Birmingham, England in 1990. He
moved to Spain in 1994 and gained
further experience at infant and
primary level. He is now the
Training and Product Manager at
Burlington Books where he is
closely involved in the development
of secondary materials. Expert in
	
   developing
student-teacher
interaction & motivation.
To know more about him:
www.burlingtonbooks.com

ABSTRACT
TALK: TITLE

A to Z of English II
Come along with us on a humorous, but
nonetheless educational, journey through the
English
dictionary
with
our
renowned "entertrainer" Sam Pickard! He'll be
explaining fascinating facts about the origin of
typical English words and expressions and
some of the letters will have quiz type
questions with fabulous prizes for those who
want to join in.
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Maria Bel Andreu is an English teacher
working currently at IES Mossèn Alcover,
Manacor, where she is one of the
assistant principals. She has been
teaching English for over 20 years to
Secondary
School
kids
and
to
Bachillerato
Students.
She
taught
Spanish as a foreign Language at
Billerica High School (Massachusetts) in
2001-2002 when participating with the
Visiting Teacher’s program by the
Spanish Ministry of Education.

TALK: TITLE
Mindfulness in the English Classroom

She came first into contact with
	
  
mindfulness
in 2015. That year she
attended the level 1 and the level 2
Training on Mindfulness Applied to
Education, inspired by the teachings of
the Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh. Both
courses were offered by the University of
Barcelona (UB). Last summer, the Plum
Village retreat offered her the opportunity
to deepen in the mindful practice. Plum
Village is the largest international practice
centre of mindfulness and the first
residential community founded by Thich
Nhat Hanh in Europe.

In this session we will learn about the core practices of
mindfulness and how you can use them in the English
classroom being aware of the fact that happy teachers
can change the world.

The fields of medicine and health care continue to
demonstrate the benefits of mindfulness-based
practice for stress reduction and well-being. There are
recent studies which show the benefits of mindfulness
on young students since it can reduce depression,
stress, anxiety and difficult behavior. It usually brings
about greater calmness and relaxation. It also has a
clear impact on academic achievement since they pay
greater attention and are more focused.

